Triphasic contrast injection improves evaluation of dual energy lung perfusion in pulmonary CT angiography.
Lung perfusion analysis at dual energy CT (DECT) is sensitive to beam hardening artifacts from dense contrast material (CM). We compared two scan and four CM injection protocols in terms of severity of artifacts and attenuation levels in the thoracic vessels. Data of 120 patients who had undergone dual source dual energy CT pulmonary angiography for suspected acute pulmonary embolism were evaluated. Group 1 (n=30) was scanned in craniocaudal direction using 64×0.6 mm collimation; groups 2-4 (n=30 each) were scanned in caudocranial direction using 14×1.2 mm collimation. In groups 1-3 biphasic injection protocols with different amounts of CM and NaCl were investigated. In group 4 a split-bolus protocol with an initial CM bolus of 50 ml followed by 30 ml of a 70%:30% NaCl/CM mixture and a 50 ml NaCl chaser bolus was used. CT density values in the subclavian vein (SV), superior vena cava (SVC), pulmonary artery tree (PA), and the descending aorta (DA) were measured. Artifacts arising from the SV and SVC on DE pulmonary iodine distribution map were rated on a scale from 1 to 5 (1=fully diagnostic; 5=non-diagnostic) by two blinded readers. In protocol 4 mean attenuation in the SV (645±158 HU) and SVC (389±114 HU) were significantly lower compared to groups 1-3 (p<0.002). Artifacts in group 4 (1.1±0.4 and 1.5±0.7 for the SV and SVC, respectively) were rated significantly less severe compared to group 1 (3.2±1.0 and 3.0±1.1), 2 (2.6±1.1 and 2.3±1.0) and 3 (1.9±0.9 and 1.9±0.7) (p<0.01 for all), whereas no significant difference was found between groups 1 and 2 for the subclavian vein (p=0.07). Attenuation in the PA was also significantly lower in group 4 (282±116 HU) compared to group 1 (397±137 HU), group 2 (376±115 HU) and group 3 (311±104 HU), but still on a diagnostic level. Split-bolus injection provides sufficient attenuation for pulmonary DECT angiography while beam hardening artifacts arising from high density contrast material in the thoracic vessels can be reduced significantly.